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Pick your pony!
Everypony is unique and special. Which of

the Ponyville pals are you most like?
Take this cute quiz to find out!

What would you like to be when you grow up?

What is your best skill? 

a. A teacher

a. Reading

b. A comedian

b. Telling jokes

c. An athlete

c. Games and sports

d. A vet

d. Taking care 
of animals

e. A farmer

e. Cooking

f. A fashion designer

f. Fashion, hair, and 
makeup

What is your favourite thing to do with your friends?

a. Tell stories

d. Play with animals

b. Talk c. Play games

e. Play outside f. Dress up

Which of these words describes you best?

a. Smart b. Playful c. Brave d. Shy

e. Hardworking f. Creative

Which of these colours do you like best? 

a. b. c. d. e. f. 
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Twilight

Applejack

Rainbow

Rarity

Pinkie Pie

Fluttershy

Mostly As

Mostly Cs

Mostly Fs

Mostly Bs

Mostly Ds

You are super-smart and you
love to read and learn. You

are a natural leader and will
do anything for your friends –

just like Twilight Sparkle! 

Like Applejack, you’re hardworking,
reliable and a loyal friend. You love

the outdoors and can often be
found enjoying nature and taking

care of the enviroment.

You are brave, athletic and
always up for an adventure.

You’re just like Rainbow Dash!

You are fashionable and
creative – just like Rarity!

You love to give your friends
advice on the latest fashions

and hairstyles.

Like Pinkie Pie, you have lots
of energy and you’re always

smiling. You can often be found
entertaining your friends and

making them laugh.

You’re kind and gentle and you like
to take care of others – especially

animals! Though you can sometimes
be shy, you always stand up for your

friends when they need you,
just like Fluttershy.

Dash

Sparkle

Mostly EsMostly Es
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